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VERIFIED MOTION FOR EMERGENCY INTERIM RATE INCREASE 
 

Comes Morgan County Water District (“Morgan District”), by and through counsel, 

pursuant to KRS 278.190(2), and other relevant authority, hereby moves the Kentucky Public 

Service Commission (“Commission”) to schedule an emergency hearing to allow Morgan 

District to present evidence to the Commission to show the need for an emergency interim rate 

increase in this proceeding and an expedited review of its application for rate adjustment 

pursuant to 807 KAR 5:076 filed March 15, 2024. In support of this motion Morgan District 

states as follows: 

1. On March 15, 2024, Morgan District tendered an application, pursuant to 807 KAR 

5:076.  A deficiency letter was entered on March 20, 2024 and Morgan District has 

submitted materials to cure those deficiencies at the time of this filing.  Morgan 

District now seeks approval to put 25.3% first phase increase of rates into effect at 

the earliest date possible subject to refund to meet the debt service requirements of 

its lenders while the Commission considers Morgan District’s application for rate 

adjustment.  The requested first phase amount will allow Morgan District to meet 

its debt service requirements and Morgan District will maintain its records in such 

detail as to be prepared to refund any difference should the Commission determine 



a different rate.  The 25.3% rate is the lowest amount that could be put in place at 

this time to allow the utility to “break-even” and is the most conservative increase 

it could request.1  The full requested rate increase of 41% over three years will 

generate a total of approximately $767,513 in additional annual revenue from water 

sales and is supported in the application submitted for filing on March 15, 2024.   

2. Morgan District has dedicated resources to addressing regulatory compliance since 

the orders and recommendation from the Commission in Case No. 2019-00041.2 

Morgan District’s Board of Commissioners and manager have made considerable 

progress in addressing previous system deficiencies identified by Kentucky 

Division of Water and the Commission.  In the process of the considerable efforts 

to improve the utility, the operating expenses have increased.  More importantly, 

the Board identified inaccuracies in the utility’s book-keeping data in March of 

2023 and changed work assignments to address the inaccuracies.  Due to the 

information collected through those changes the Board discovered large losses in 

January of 2024 and took action to seek this rate adjustment which was already in 

preparation, to be effected as soon as possible. 

3. The Board and management thought they were attending to the financial needs of 

the utility through regular reports and financial efforts made, including; preparing 

and filing a rate case in 2021,3 planning for long term efforts, administering a 

 
1 See the Excel spreadsheet entitled, “Projection of Revenues Expenses Debt Service Payments” uploaded separately 
in the electronic filing system. 
2 See Case No. 2019-00041, (“Case No. 2019-00041 Investigation”) Electronic Investigation into Excessive Water 
Loss by Kentucky’s Jurisdictional Water Utilities (Ky. PSC Nov. 22, 2019), Appendix L, Confronting the Problems 
Plaguing Kentucky's Water Utilities: An Investigative Report by the Kentucky Public Service Commission November 
2019. 
3 Case No. 2020-00386, Electronic Application of Morgan County Water District for Rate Adjustment Pursuant to 
807 KAR 5:076 (Ky PSC June 9, 2021). 



surcharge to address reduction of water loss,4 and applying for projects to improve 

the system.  Since the Commission’s Order in Case No. 2019-00041,5 the Board 

and management focused on reducing water loss to cut costs in the fastest way 

possible, and there have been major improvements reducing the water loss from 

approximately 60% to 30%, that were achieved in part using surcharge funds, grant 

funds, and utility funding.  While the efforts continue, Morgan District has also had 

to add staff to bring the utility into regulatory compliance that had not been 

addressed in years.  

4. Due to the inaccurate financial data and the end of receiving grant money that 

funded the positions of five employees, the utility’s financial resources were much 

more stressed than the Board’s previous understanding.  The public reaction to the 

notice of this rate adjustment proceeding was unprecedented.   The Board and 

management had to address misinformation about the rate case affecting public 

comments, and significant personnel issues that occurred at the same time as notice 

was posted in February 2024. 

5. Morgan District’s Board of Commissioners and manager sought assistance with its 

application for a rate adjustment in December 2022 with Kentucky Rural Water 

Association, well in advance of the February 2025 deadline for an adjustment of 

rates ordered by the Commission.  Morgan District has implemented policies to 

prevent an emergency situation such as this; however, the facts herein show these 

polices did not account for every occurrence and Morgan District is in need of an 

 
4 Case No.2021-00206, Electronic Morgan County Water District’s Unaccounted Water-loss Reduction Plan, 
Surcharge and Monitoring (Ky PSC Dec. 4, 2023). 
5 Case No. 2019-00041 Investigation. 



emergency rate increase so that it can meet its debt requirements.6  Morgan 

District’s Board of Commissioners are prepared to promptly respond to information 

requests and have prepared emergency cost reductions and plans to delay expenses 

that can be to make every effort to address the critical financial state.  

6. 807 KAR 5:076, Section 5(2) requires a utility to provide notice of a proposed rate 

increase.  On February 22, 2024, Morgan District provided the first customer notice 

of the rate adjustment proceeding in the newspaper in Morgan District.7  If the 

Commission determines that any errors occurred with the content of that Customer 

Notice or the timing of the Customer Notice, Morgan District moves the 

Commission for deviation from the notice requirements of the proposed rate 

increase.   

7. Regarding a hearing on this motion for the Commission to consider emergency 

interim rates, pursuant to 807 KAR 5:076, Section 12(3), notice of a hearing is to 

be published no fewer than seven (7) days and no more than twenty-one (21) days 

before the hearing.  Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:0076, Section 17 upon a showing of 

good cause, the Commission may grant a deviation from the notice requirements.    

Morgan District requests the Commission find that good cause exists for deviation 

from the required notice for the emergency hearing.  Morgan District requests the 

Commission find that Morgan District’s publishing of hearing notice on its website, 

and on its social media account, as well as posting it at its office, satisfies the 

requirements for the hearing notice. The emergency nature of Morgan District's 

 
6 See the Excel spreadsheet entitled, “Projection of Revenues Expenses Debt Service Payments” uploaded separately 
in the electronic filing system.  
7 See Application, Customer Notice (filed March 15, 2024) and Exhibit A, local newspapers containing Notice and 
multiple articles on this proceeding.   



request for interim rates is good cause to deviate from the publication frequency 

requirements in 807 KAR 5:076, Section 12(3) and 807 KAR 5:001, Section 

9(2)(b).  Additionally, the large quantity of public comments in this matter indicate 

the effectiveness of the Customer Notice given in February 2024 and the public 

awareness noted in local newspapers and at the Morgan District Board meeting on 

March 11, 2024.8 

8. The Morgan County Water District Board of Commissioners has received several 

objections from ratepayers regarding this proposed rate increase, particularly 

related to affordability of the future water bills. Morgan District has been and will 

continue to consider every policy in terms of its most vulnerable customers, 

including reviewing its leak adjustment practices so that those customers impacted 

by leaks are treated with as much consideration as possible within the tariff 

provisions. 

9. KRS 278.190(2) permits the Commission to implement emergency rates subject to 

refund after a hearing if Morgan District’s credit or operations will be materially 

impaired or damaged if the proposed rates are not permitted to become effective 

during the further review of the rate application.   Therefore, Morgan District 

requests the Commission schedule a hearing at its earliest availability to hear 

evidence for the need of the emergency rate increase as well as grant a deviation of 

the notice requirements for the hearing pursuant to 807 KAR 5:076, Section 17. 

WHEREFORE, Morgan District respectfully requests that the Commission schedule a hearing 

to take evidence on Morgan District’s request to place emergency interim rates into effect subject 

 
8 Exhibit A. 



to refund to address a crucial financial need.9  Finally, Morgan District requests that the 

Commission grant deviations to the public notice requirement for the rate application and 

emergency public hearing in this proceeding. 

This 22nd day of March, 2024. 
 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 
 
 
___________________________________ 
L. Allyson Honaker  
Brittany Hayes Koenig 
Heather S. Temple 
Honaker Law Office, PLLC 
1795 Alysheba Way, Suite 6202 
Lexington, Kentucky 40509 
(859) 368-8803 
allyson@hloky.com 

        brittany@hloky.com 
        heather@hloky.com 
 

Counsel for Morgan County Water District 
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

This is to certify that the foregoing copy of Morgan District Water District’s Motion for 

Emergency Rate Increase is being electronically transmitted to the Commission on March 22, 

2024; and that there are currently no parties that the Commission has excused from participation 

by electronic means in this proceeding. Pursuant to the Commission’s July 22, 2021 Order in 

Case No. 2020- 00085, no hard copies of this filing will be made. 

 

________________________________________ 
Counsel for Morgan County Water District 

 
 

9 Exhibit B-Board Resolution. 
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